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Measurements

Collection: Easy elegance meets contemporary comfort in BELLMONDE by Henrik Pedersen. Designed to encourage 
relaxation, this warm and welcoming collection is characterized by soft organic forms and an innovative new textured weave.

Armchair: This armchair join the versatile BELLMONDE table to form a larger ensemble that’s ideal for comfortable dining 
situations.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Characteristics: Comfortable, cozy, versatile, easily combined
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: Cushion covers can be removed and washed.

 BELLMONDE
Armchair

Design by Henrik Pedersen | Item code: 108701180 | Weight 6,8 kg/15 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,4 M/1.6 yd (plain fabric only)

11/22

Fabric Cover

56108001000

Cushion

DRY+ CUSHION SET
95108201

180
pine

Fiber Powder coating

317
black pepper

Cushions for this collection 
are available in all fabrics 

Cat. A, B, C.

Only the seat cushion
features tie-down

cushion construction.
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Measurements

Collection: Easy elegance meets contemporary comfort in BELLMONDE by Henrik Pedersen. Designed to encourage 
relaxation, this warm and welcoming collection is characterized by soft organic forms and an innovative new textured weave.

Lounge chair: This lounge chair was conceived for the evening hours and comes in with plush seat and back cushions.
Frame: The frame consists of aluminum.
Characteristics: Comfortable, cozy, versatile, easily combined
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: Cushion covers can be removed and washed.

 BELLMONDE
Lounge chair

Design by Henrik Pedersen | Item code: 108708180 | Weight 8,7 kg/20 lbs | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,8 M/2 yd (plain fabric only)

11/22

56108008000180
pine

Fiber Powder coating

317
black pepper

DRY+ CUSHION SET
95108208

Cushion Fabric Cover

Cushions for this collection 
are available in all fabrics 

Cat. A, B, C.

Only the seat cushion
features tie-down

cushion construction.
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Measurements

Collection: Easy elegance meets contemporary comfort in BELLMONDE by Henrik Pedersen. Designed to encourage 
relaxation, this warm and welcoming collection is characterized by soft organic forms and an innovative new textured weave.

Dining table: With a casually elegant contemporary design, it brings the spirit of easy elegance to the dining area of 
the garden, patio or terrace.
Tabletop: The BELLMONDE table is available with a “High Pressure Laminate” (HPL) tabletop or a mineral composite 
tabletop.
Frame: The legs are made of powder coated aluminum. 
Characteristics: Elegant, luxurious, versatile, easy to combine.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

 BELLMONDE
Dining table S 

Design by Henrik Pedersen | Item code: 108760 | Weight HPL: 26,6 kg/59 lbs / weight mineral composite: 44,4 kg/98 lbs

11/22

cm
inch

95
37½

95
37½

76 30

Recommended number of chairs

2 + 2

Cover

56108060000317
black pepper

304
lipari

317
black pepper

+ +

HPL Mineral 
composite

Mineral 
composite

HPL

Base + tabletops

310
solid lipari

203
ebony

347
mineral gray
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Measurements

Collection: Easy elegance meets contemporary comfort in BELLMONDE by Henrik Pedersen. Designed to encourage 
relaxation, this warm and welcoming collection is characterized by soft organic forms and an innovative new textured weave.

Dining table: With a casually elegant contemporary design, it brings the spirit of easy elegance to the dining area of 
the garden, patio or terrace.
Tabletop: The BELLMONDE table is available with a “High Pressure Laminate” (HPL) tabletop or a mineral composite 
tabletop.
Frame: The legs are made of powder coated aluminum. 
Characteristics: Elegant, luxurious, versatile, easy to combine.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

 BELLMONDE
Dining table M

Design by Henrik Pedersen | Item code: 108765 | Weight HPL: 41,5 kg/92 lbs / weight mineral composite: 70,6 kg/156 lbs

cm
inch

95
37½

170
67

76 30

11/22

4 + 2

Recommended number of chairsCover

56108065000317
black pepper

304
lipari

317
black pepper

+ +

HPL Mineral 
composite

HPL

Base + tabletops

310
solid lipari

203
ebony

347
mineral gray

Mineral 
composite
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Measurements

Collection: Easy elegance meets contemporary comfort in BELLMONDE by Henrik Pedersen. Designed to encourage 
relaxation, this warm and welcoming collection is characterized by soft organic forms and an innovative new textured weave.

Dining table: With a casually elegant contemporary design, it brings the spirit of easy elegance to the dining area of 
the garden, patio or terrace.
Tabletop: The BELLMONDE table is available with a “High Pressure Laminate” (HPL) tabletop or a mineral composite 
tabletop.
Frame: The legs are made of powder coated aluminum. 
Characteristics: Elegant, luxurious, versatile, easy to combine.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

 BELLMONDE
Dining table L

Design by Henrik Pedersen | Item code: 108770 | Weight HPL: 62,7 kg/139 lbs / weight mineral composite: 88,9 kg/196 lbs

cm
inch

95
37½

220
86½

76 30

11/22

4 + 2

Recommended number of chairsCover

56108070000317
black pepper

304
lipari

317
black pepper

+ +

HPL Mineral 
composite

HPL

Base + tabletops

310
solid lipari

203
ebony

347
mineral gray

Mineral 
composite
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Measurements

Collection: Easy elegance meets contemporary comfort in BELLMONDE by Henrik Pedersen. Designed to encourage 
relaxation, this warm and welcoming collection is characterized by soft organic forms and an innovative new textured weave.

Dining table: With a casually elegant contemporary design, it brings the spirit of easy elegance to the dining area of 
the garden, patio or terrace.
Tabletop: The BELLMONDE table is available with a “High Pressure Laminate” (HPL) tabletop or a mineral composite 
tabletop.
Frame: The legs are made of powder coated aluminum. 
Characteristics: Elegant, luxurious, versatile, easy to combine.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

 BELLMONDE
Dining table XL

Design by Henrik Pedersen | Item code: 108775 | Weight HPL: 62,7 kg/139 lbs / weight mineral composite: 110,6 kg/244 lbs

cm
inch

95
37½

280
110¼

76 30

11/22

6 + 2

Recommended number of chairsCover

56108075000317
black pepper

304
lipari

317
black pepper

+ +

HPL Mineral 
composite

HPL

Base + tabletops

310
solid lipari

203
ebony

347
mineral gray

Mineral 
composite




